
  
Email: info@FoodForestCardGame.com 

website: http://www.FoodForestCardGame.com 

 

Dear friend, 

 

Thank you for supporting our work! Below is your printable download of the game cards. The game 

instructions I’ve included are just the beginning. You can find more games and ideas at 

www.FoodForestCardGame.com. Feel free to improve on the rules and create your own games. And please 

share your improvements with me so that I can share them with the community! I dream of the day when 

these games take on a life of their own! 

 

If you are unfamiliar with the concepts of companion planting and food forests, you may want to do a little 

reading on the subject. Search the web for these concepts and you will find plenty of inspiration. For my own 

inspiration, I took an online Permaculture Design Certificate course with Geoff Lawton and studied the 

textbooks of Bill Mollison. These innovators, and others, have given me new optimism. 

 

Proceeds from this game allow us to teach children and adults about healthy gardens. By sending you this PDF, 

we are putting our trust in you. Pirated games, books and products are everywhere. Even small, indie 

products, like this one, are being pirated, reprinted and resold. So please do not share or sell this PDF. If a 

friend asks, I hope you will print a deck for them as a gift, or ask them to purchase their own at 

www.FoodForestCardGame.com. 

 

Thanks again! 

 

Karl 

Instructions for printing the Food Forest Cards 

1. Familiarize yourself with your printer’s instructions for double-sided printing. 

2. There are game instructions further below. You may want to print these separately. 

3. As a test, consider printing the first several double-sided card pages using scrap paper. For the test, use 

B&W or draft settings. 

4. When you are ready to print a high-quality copy, load your printer with the heaviest card stock it will 

take. 110 lb. card stock works well in my printer but yours may be different. 

5. Print pages 5 – 28 (the playing card pages). 

6. Print as a double-sided document, flipped on the long edge. 

7. Consider setting your printer to the best quality print setting for the best result. 

8. If you have an option labeled “Page Size and Handling”, it should be set to fit to the printed page. 

9. Cut cards on a high-quality paper cutter, away from children, being extremely cautious of fingers. 
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General Information 

 

Food forests contain plants that help each other (aka: companion plants). In these games, plants can help each 

other when an “input” icon on one card matches an “output” icon on another card. “Matching” icons include: 

 
Food Water 

 
Pollinators 

N 
Nitrogen 

 
Groundcover 

 
Trellis Infinity* 

*The infinity icon stands for connections that a companion planting expert may understand but that might not 

have fit on the card. This icon is not used in all games. 

  

Each card has 8 points of contact (4 corners + 4 sides). At these 8 contact points, a card can be joined with 

other cards. Two or more cards can thereby become “companions” (aka: a guild), with one card’s output 

satisfying another card’s input. Which side or corners you connect matters only when one card casts shade 

upon another. See the key below to understand more about the imagery on the cards. 

 

Key 
N, S, E, W Cardinal directions: if shaded, the card casts part shade or full shade in the 

direction indicated. See individual games for details. (Not used in all games) 

 
 

Sun requirements: “full sun”, “part shade”, “full shade”, “full sun/part shade”. A 
line between two suns means both are OK (not used in all games). 

pz: Permaculture Zone: indicates how close to the house a card should be located. 
Zones go from 0 to 5. See Multi-player Solitaire instructions for more information. 

Role The Role: found to the left of the “pz”, this is the role that the card plays in a food 
forest (ex: canopy, understory, shrub, insect, etc). We are working on games in 
which “roles” may be used to make “straights” and “flushes”. 

 Input & output: indicates whether icons (food, water, etc.) are inputs or outputs. 
Icons on the left of the card are inputs; icons on the right of the card are outputs. 
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Food 

 
Water 

 
Pollinators 

N 
Nitrogen 

 
Groundcover 

 
Trellis 

Infinity 

 

On left: the card requires food 
On right: the card produces food 

On left: mature plant or animal needs supplemental water 
On right: card stores &/or provides supplemental water.  
Note: all plants need extra water when young or in drought! 

On left: benefits from pollinators 
On right: attracts pollinators (or is a home for pollinators, like the bee hive) 

On left: needs extra nitrogen 
On right: is a source of nitrogen 

On left: can benefit from a groundcover 
On right: is a groundcover 

On left: requires a trellis 
On right: can act as a trellis (when fully-grown) 

Left & right: represents connections that players know about but that are not 
shown on the cards (not used in all games) 
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Game Instructions 

Picklet 

This is a great game for children and beginners. You may simplify this game as necessary for younger children. 

 

Object of the Game 

Collect 6 pairs where an input icon on one card matches an output icon on another. Ex: the groundcover input icon on 

the blueberry card matches the groundcover output icon on the clover card. At most, a player may collect six pairs - one 

for every icon except the infinity loop. A pair with multiple matches only counts once but can be counted for either icon.  

Icons include:  
Food Water 

 
Pollinators 

N 
Nitrogen 

 
Groundcover 

 
Trellis 

For this game, ignore the infinity loop, suns, roles, and the “pz”. 
 
On the right you will see an example of a matched pair. Here clover has three outputs 
that match inputs on the blueberry card: nitrogen, groundcover, and pollinators. When 
taking the pair, the player must declare at least one of the matches (see “Playing 
Picklet” below) but may later decide to use it as another match, like groundcover. 
 
Preparation 
Remove natural disasters, insects, all blanks, and 2 house cards. Dealer places 9 cards in 
a diamond pattern, face down between players, revealing the center card: 
 
Playing Picklet 
The player to the left of the dealer flips over a second card. Play moves clockwise. 
 
As soon as a pair can be made, anyone can take it by saying the icons that make the 
match (ex: one might yell “Picklet! Clover is a Groundcover for blueberry.”) New cards 
from the deck are then used to fill in the empty spaces in the diamond. 

 
A Picklet Pair 

 

 
The Deal 

 

Once a card is revealed, it remains face up and is available to all players. All players study the 

cards at the same time. When a pair is taken, it is displayed in front of the player who took it.  

 

If all of the cards have been revealed and no pairs found, the next player discards a card from the 

diamond. The dealer replaces the card with a new face-up card from the deck. Play continues in 

this fashion until a pair can be made. Play resumes as before. 

 

Winning Picklet  

If playing competitively, a player wins by collecting one pair for each of the six icons – for a total of six pairs. If all cards 

have been used, and all matches made, the winner (or winners) is the player who has collected the most pairs. 

 

Optional Rules 

Tornado card: Switch chairs with person on your right – leaving your cards at your old place. 

Drought card: Every player discards one pair unless all pairs have water cards. 

Aphid card: Player discards pair with a fruit tree (if player has no fruit tree, pass aphids to left). 

Ladybug & Praying Mantis: Save and/or share to fend off aphids. 

Cards in play 
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Single or Multi-Player Solitaire (1 - 3 players) 
A fun, non-competitive game about planning your own food forest 

 

Note: NE refers to the side of a card between the N and the E; NW is the side between N and W. At the bottom of each 

card you will see “pz” followed by a number 0 through 5. This “pz” stands for “Permaculture zone”. For more 

information on Permaculture and these cards, visit www.FoodForestCardGame.com. 

 

Object: Build a landscape where every card’s inputs are satisfied by an adjoining card’s outputs. This is a non-

competitive, puzzle-style game but cooperation is encouraged. 

 

Preparation: Do not use insect or natural disaster cards. Separate house cards. Each player gets 19 total cards: 1 house 

card + 18 additional cards. 

 

Playing Solitaire: Starting with the house, each player arranges the 19 cards such that: 

1. The N corner of each card points away from the 
player. 

2. Every card touches at least one other card along a 
full side or at corners. 

3. Cards that require full sun are not placed in the 
shade (ie: not on N corner, or NW or NE sides) of 

cards with the fully shaded N symbol: . Full sun 

cards also may not be placed at an N corner where 

the N is half shaded: (i.e. do not place a plum 

card at the northern corner of a chestnut card.) 
4. Cards with the full sun|part shade image are 

not placed in full shade, i.e. not on a corner where 
the N is fully shaded:   .  

5. A card with “pz:1” (Permaculture Zone 1) must 
touch a card with “pz:0” or “pz:1”; a card with 
“pz:2” must touch a card with “pz:0”, “pz:1” or 
“pz:2” and so forth, so that every card touches at 
least one card with a “pz” that is less than or equal 
to its own “pz”. These “zones” build out from the 
house. You can learn more about Permaculture 
zones on our website and online. 

 

 
 

 

Conclusion: A player is finished when every input of every card is matched by an adjoining card’s output. Share, swap, 

and discard as much as you like. If it is not possible to solve for every input, do the best you can. 

 

Find More Game Instructions Online! 
 

You will find more games on our website: www.FoodForestCardGame.com. You will also find the latest ideas and 

improvements for these and other games. Please feel free to improve on the games and to create your own. Then let us 

know what you’re doing so we can share it with the Food Forest community! 
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